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7+Yearsof Solution  
Delivery

25+
Domains  
Served

1000+
Projects  
Completed

7000+
Dashboards  
Delivered

200K+Hoursof  
Consulting

Who We Are
We work with our clients to implement end-to-end
data analytics and help them win in the market using data 

as a competitive advantage.

scatterpie.io/partners



Our

Esteemed 
Clients

Since 2015, we’ve helped

100+ clients create a data-driven

culture with Business Intelligence

solutions



Tools &

Technologies

We work in all major analytics tools  

and constantly develop our knowledge

to provide clients with the best solutions 

tailored to their needs

Our Partner Technologies

Other Technologies We Have ExpertiseIn,Analytical ToolsWe Use



Industries

We Work With

Asset Management NBFC Banking Insurance

Logistics CPG Retail E-Com

Pharmaceuticals Oil & Gas Cement Tyres



Services



Data Engineering

ManagedETL Services
Managed ETL Services refer to cloud-based services that enable organizations to 

automate the process of extracting data from various sources, transforming it into 

a consistent format, and loading it into a target data warehouse or database.

Data WarehouseDesigning
Data Warehouse Designing involves the process of structuring and organizing data

from multiple sources into a centralized repository, optimized for efficient data

retrieval and analysis.

SQL Support
SQL Support provides a standardized way to access and manipulate data stored in

databases, allowing users to efficiently retrieve, insert, update, and delete data.

Data LakesBuilding
Data Lakes are centralized storage repositories that allow organizations to store 

all types of data (structured, semi-structured, and unstructured) in their native

format at scale.

Data Architecture Design
This involves identifying data sources, defining data models and structures,

establishing data security and governance policies, and determining how data

will flow through different systems and applications to support business objectives.

Data Architecture Development
Data architecture development refers to the process of designing, building, and 

maintaining the structure and organization of an organization's data assets.



Business Intelligence

BIStrategy& Roadmap
BI Strategy involves identifying goals and objectives, assessing data needs, 

selecting appropriate technologies and tools, establishing processes for 

data collection and analysis, and defining metrics to measure success.

EnterpriseBIArchitecture
Enterprise BI Architecture is a framework for organizing data, analytics, 

and reporting capabilities to support business intelligence needs at scale.

DashboardDevelopment
Dashboard development refers to the process of creating visual interfaces

that display key performance indicators and metrics in a user-friendly manner.

Data Visualization
The purpose of data visualization is to help enterprises understand and analyze 

data more effectively by presenting it in a clear and visually appealing manner.

Reportingand MIS Automation
Enterprises need reporting and MIS automation to streamline the creation 

and delivery of reports, enabling real-time access to critical information.

ChangeManagementConsulting
Change Management Consulting is the process of helping organizations manage 

and navigate through significant transitions or changes in their business operations, 

strategies, structures, or technologies.



Advanced Analytics 

with AI/ML

Use CaseDevelopmentfor ML
Use case development for a machine learning service involves identifying 

and defining specific scenarios or tasks where the ML service can be applied 

to solve problems or achieve goals.

ML Model Development
ML model development and deployment include tasks such as data preparation, 

algorithm selection, model training, and deployment to production systems.

ML Model Integrationwith BITools
ML model integration with BI tools service refers to the process of incorporating 

machine learning models into business intelligence tools to extract insights and 

make data-driven decisions.

AzureandAWS for ML
Azure and AWS are cloud platforms that offer machine learning services 

to help build, train, and deploy models at scale.

MLOps & Model LifecycleManagement
MLOps is the practice of deploying, automating, and monitoring ML models,

while Model Lifecycle Management involves managing models from development 

to retirement.

PoC and Prototype Building
This involves creating a small-scale model/working model to test the feasibility

of an idea or concept. It helps enterprises to validate the potential of a product

or service before investing significant time and resources into its development.



Custom 

Development

Web App Development
Enhance your online presence with our custom web app development 

services, designed to optimize your digital operations.

Mobile App Development
With over 7 years of experience in mobile projects, we leverage our expertise to 

develop mobile apps for any platform, tailored to your industry's specific 

requirements.

Database Development
We assist in organizing raw data in the most efficient manner for analysis and 

informed decision-making.

API Development and Software 
Integration
Our API-driven development approach ensures seamless integration of custom 

software with corporate and third-party systems and services.

Legacy Modernization and Application 
Migration
Our services include cloud migration, technical architecture reviews, and 

comprehensive application refinement to modernize your IT infrastructure.

Software Consulting
Our approach involves gathering and analyzing your business requirements, 

conceptualizing software solutions to meet those needs, and ensuring maximum 

value from the development process.



Case Studies



Effective Finance Data  
Analysis

Learrn More

An Insurance Giant Through
its Life InsuranceDashboard

Analysis

Learrn More

Effective FMCG Analytics

Learrn More

Insurance Claim
Efficiency Analysis

Learrn More

HR Management Through  
Instructive Dashboards

Learrn More

Recruitment Data  
Analysis

Learrn More

Insurance Claims
Executive Dashboards

Learrn More

Oil Processing
Operations Analysis

Learrn More

Effective E-Commerce  
Order Analysis

Learrn More

Insurance Agent  
Attrition Analysis

Learrn More

Clickhere for more  
case studies

Learrn More

https://www.scatterpie.io/case-studies/finance-analytics-dashboards/
https://www.scatterpie.io/case-studies/insurance-claims-dashboards/
https://www.scatterpie.io/case-studies/fmcg-analytics/
https://www.scatterpie.io/case-studies/call-centre-claim-analysis/
https://www.scatterpie.io/case-studies/hr-dashboards/
https://www.scatterpie.io/case-studies/recruitment-analysis-use-case/
https://www.scatterpie.io/case-studies/life-insurance-dashboards/
https://www.scatterpie.io/case-studies/oil-and-gas-dashboards/
https://www.scatterpie.io/case-studies/e-commerce-dashboards/
https://www.scatterpie.io/case-studies/insurance-dashboards/


Our Offices

111 Somerset Road, #15-18 Somerset,
Singapore 238164

Singapore

Mezzanine Floor, Hamsah A Building,  
Al Karama, Dubai, UAE

Dubai

805, Jay Antariksh, Andheri Kurla 
Road,  Andheri (E), Mumbai–400 
059

Mumbai

143A, J.J.Colony,
Raghubir Nagar, New Delhi-110027

Delhi

3rd Floor, Signet Corner, Baner,  
Pune-411045

Pune



www.scafterpie.io

Partner With Us

To Modernize Your

Business Intelligence

Ashish Singh
Co-Founder & CBO

linkedin ID

Rahul Madke
Co-Founder & CEO

linkedin ID

Prakash Pawar
Co-Founder & CO O

linkedin ID

SandipSharma
Co-Founder & CTO

linkedin ID

http://www.scafterpie.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ashishdataviz/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rahul-madke/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/prakash-pawar/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sandip-sharma-02562923/
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